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Screams are never a good thing. Screams always mean there's pain,

anger, loss, despair hidden within those thundering sounds. It shakes

us to the bone, forcing us into a corner or out the door in a desperate

run, whether literally or figuratively but like everything else, if you

hear it enough it starts to become background noise. Screams and

sharp words begin to equate to the buzzing sound of a television

when you're dri ing o , or the jumbled conversations of a busy

street. It's loud, it's audible, but our minds learn to put them in the

corner.

I learned that at a very young age.

Starry eyed dreams and colourful drawings on refrigerator doors

weren't what was enclosed in the four walls that I used to call home.

It was a push and pull, one that kept me in the corner with the palms

of my hands pressed to Lara's ears, each of us trembling as

everything shook around us. Their words travelled through the walls,

the sound of breaking glass and exchanges that dripped in hatred

trying to penetrate the lullaby I so desperately sung for the both of us,

just trying to drown it out.

Most of the time, we wouldn't even know what they were fighting

about. Most of the time, it would surface from the most mundane

things like our father being ten minutes late to dinner or our mother

wearing a scowl to greet him at the table. Sometimes, they don't

even have to scream. Sometimes the resentment that brewed in their

eyes was loud enough, deafening, belittling.

"Was it because of me?" Lara whispers when the front door slams

shut, usually signalling that one of them has le .

"No, of course not."

"I- I broke the vase. Mama is mad, she thinks Daddy did it." Lara

painfully theorizes, nuzzled into my side as we somehow made

ourselves fit on my single bed, covered in a Mickey Mouse duvet I had

begged our mother to get me on a trip to Disneyland.

The happiest place on earth, they said, so I thought if I could bring a

piece back it'd make our home happier too. But I was young and

naïve and so, so wrong. Nothing could make it happier, no matter

how many golden stars Lara brings home, no matter how many

chores I complete or cards I write. None of it ever worked.

"They're just tired, okay? I promise it wasn't you." I whisper, my hand

finding the back of her head to gently soothe her in place. Her arm

was tightly wrapped around torso, little hands bundling up the fabric

of my pyjamas so tight that her knuckles turned white.

God, if I could turn it o  for her I would.

"They're always tired." Lara brokenly utters, pressing herself tighter

against me when footsteps began to ring through the cracks of my

bedroom door.

"It's okay, I'm right here."

She relaxes in my arms, her little hand travelling to trace a flower

atop my stomach. She does it over and over, going over the same

spot, drawing the same lines with increasing desperation. I wasn't

sure at that point if it were for me or her, if she was desperately trying

to make herself believe everything would be okay, frantically trying

to tug me along too.

"Lexa! Lara! Open the door!" Our mother's voice pierces through the

cracks, her heavy, thudding knocks rocking the room as Lara tenses

up in my arms.

"Open the door now!" She demands harshly, screaming at the top of

our lungs as I slowly peel Lara o  of me.

"No, don't do it." She begs in a panicked whisper, tear stained eyes

looking back at me with a plead that rips through my chest.

"I have to." I reply so ly, o ering her an apologetic gaze as she backs

up into the corner of my bed, holding a pillow that was nearly as big

as her to her chest as though she was trying to ready herself for a

blow.

As my feet hit the cold wooden floors, dread fills me at every step. It

would have been more or less five steps from the bed to the door, but

each one shot a jolting pain through my bones, sinking my heart until

I reach the knob that was still rattling with the power of our mother's

knocks. I hope, with all my heart, that I was doing the right thing

when I turn the knob and feel the lock click open.

"Gather your things. We're leaving." Our mother seethes the moment

the door swings open, the metal of the knob digging a hole into the

drywall due to the force.

I look back at Lara, shivering, trembling in the corner as she keeps her

eyes on me. She had always been more afraid of our mother, in all

honesty I had always been too. She wasn't catastrophic in the most

evident way, just one look from her piercing blue eyes would best a

thousand pained screams and scolds. But she was always home,

unlike our father.

She was always there, in the living room or dining, a cup of black

co ee in hand and the most judgeful gaze anybody could ever come

across. She was colder than the snow riddled winters, a smile was a

rare luxury to be plastered on her lips. Twelve years i've known her,

and not once did I ever hear her bark anything but demands like a

tyrant desperate to keep a place on the throne. No greetings, no hugs

or kisses or praises— even when it was well deserved.

So when I saw Lara looking so frail, so small in her frame as her eyes

dart back at me practically pleading me to save her, I stood my

ground. The largest lump was in my throat and my bones trembled

beneath her gaze but I had blocked her path, solidifying me an

obstacle in her way before she could take a step further.

"No." I say, rather shakily as her cold blue eyes land on me. The chills

were incomparable, nothing any burning flame could ever soothe.

"I will only say this once, get your things." She drags out menacingly,

every word dripping o  her tongue as though it brewed the deadliest

venom.

"We're not going anywhere."

It hits me in a sharp jolt, her palm connecting with my cheek—

knocking the air right out of me in a single second. The pain subsides

quickly but the initial shock of her strike lingers with vile

disobedience. My ears are ringing, mu ling out the sound of Lara's

screams as i'm warped back into the reality of her hands on my sister,

long, slender fingers gripping Lara's small wrist.

The anger that sparked within me was one I had never felt before, the

buzzing of pent up resentment crawling beneath every inch of my

skin as I grab hold of her arm, yanking her back with all the might of

the winters she had put us through. Our mother flies back, hitting the

adjacent wall with a thud that cracks the surface as she falls to the

ground. You could have heard a pin drop with the silence that

ensued, her blue eyes looking up at me in pained horror.

"So it's true, what you are." She breathes, scrambling to her feet.

Confusion floods me, the events unfolding not sinking in quite fully

as she bolts out of the room, with me hot on her trail.

"You— you wretched, disgusting thing!" She growls, tossing anything

and everything she could get her hands on as she heads down the

stairs.

I dodge every lamp, every knick knack, every piece of furniture she

hurls my way that only serves as fuel to the raging, scorching fire I

couldn't seem to put out within me. We finally reach the living room

as I heaved with anger, she stood on the opposite end, moving the

other direction of whichever step I took to keep the distance between

us.

"You're making a grave mistake." She sneers, hands on the back of

the couch to steady herself as I only look back at her with the

sharpest glare I could muster.

"All this time and it's still me, everything— my fault!" I scream at the

top of my lungs, my veins pressing against my skin as my hands

shook with rage.

"You belong with your father, the two of you— you're monsters. He

creates them and you— you are them." She says through gritted

teeth, her hatred on full display for me to see.

I knew she was never keen on me, that whatever tenderness her icy

heart could muster only befell upon Lara and Lara alone. She

reserved her most vile stares, her sneers, her resentment all for me

and I couldn't understand why. I couldn't understand what set me

apart, why even the smallest hint of a ection seemed to be

unbearable for her.

"Give me your sister." She demands, practically spitting in my face as

tears fell from my eyes.

"Never." I was done begging for her love, for validation, if i'd have to

fling her across every room, run her through every wall to keep her

away then I would.

"She could have a normal life with me! She would happy, she would

be cared for!" She fires back, the passion and conviction in her eyes

only stinging even more.

"Cared for? Have you ever even taken a moment to know any part of

that girl up there? I cared for her! I make her happy! You were nothing

but an empty, bitter shell." The words come out in floods of agony,

tracing through my throat with the heat of a million fires.

"She's better o  as far away from you two as possible! She can be

saved, salvation is in her path. It's still possible." She stammers,

twisting into a cruel plead.

"Saved from what?"

"From you!" She exclaims, looking back at me like I was the most

hideous thing to ever grace her vision.

"Get out!" I match her volume, my screams thundering through the

walls, shaking the very ground we stood upon.

"Not until I have her!"

"Get out or I'll kill you." I stammer, my nails digging into the skin of

my palms as she stills into silence, her face turning stone cold and

expressionless.

"You're everything I thought you to be." She says, turning on her heel

and walking out of the front door.

I follow as quickly as I could, finding myself on the porch as she

scrambled to get into her car. No bags, no things, nothing. That was

how desperate she was to be rid of my presence. The tears didn't stop

as I watched her, a part of me still aching for any sort of forgiveness,

to fall to my knees and beg her to love me, to want me, to want to

stay.

"I'm going to come back for her someday and you won't be able to

stop me." She seethes through the open window of her car before all

that surrounded me was the sound of her tires screetching out of the

driveway and disappearing down the road.

Right then and there I fall to my knees, heart sunken to its depths as

the tears gushed out like there was no tomorrow. I don't remember

how I stopped, if I stayed out there for hours— I only remember my

father coming home and asking where she was and when I couldn't

answer, it was like he knew.

So with a sigh and the so est apology he could muster, he pulls Lara

and I in for an embrace and I fall apart again, clinging onto his clothes

that smelled like smoke and chemicals as my sobs ripped right

through my chest. Lara presses her finger to my wrist, drawing her

flowers with the same desperate franticity while I hoped, with all my

being for it to work.
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You won't be able to stop me.

I wake up in a cold sweat, gasping for air as the sunlight seeping

through the curtains beam right at me. It's been a while since I've

dreamt of my mother, i'm not even sure I could call it a dream when a

nightmare would have been more suitable. There was a split second

moment of confusion, my eyes darting around the fleeting

unfamiliarity as Martina eventually saunters out of the kitchen, a

bowl in her hands and humming a small tune that instantly stops

when she spots me.

"You look like shit." She states, her voice mu led by all the food

stu ed into her mouth as I heaved, trying to catch my breath.

"I— What happened?" I stammer, still reeling from the disorientation

of such a vivid nightmare crawling within my brain.

"What do you mean what happened? You don't remember? Were you

that drunk?" Martina questions, approaching to plop down onto the

empty chair, li ing her feet up to rest upon the table that was still

littered with board games and empty beer bottles.

"No, no. Sorry I just— bad dream." I wave her o , falling back down

onto the couch as I bury my face in my hands, mu ling a groan.

"So... did anything spicy happen a er I le  you two at the roof?"

Martina asks amidst a smirk, wiggling her brows as she shoves a

spoonfull of cereal into her mouth.

"No. We just talked and I kind of hopped o  of the roof." The

memories flood back, almost instantly washing out the sinking

feeling my dreams have le  me with.

"How the fuck do you go from cuddling to jumping o ? You should

really get therapy." Martina shakes her head. a1

"It's a long story. You know, you have the worst timing in history, like

ever." I hu , promptly shi ing to roll o  the couch and get up onto my

feet.

"You think I enjoyed that sap show? I'd have more entertainment

watching The Notebook, at least that doesn't make me want to kill

myself as much." She calls out as I disappear into the bathroom, the

fragments of my memories still sticking to my brain like a stain I

couldn't wash away.

My hands find the counter, palms pressed flat upon the surface as my

knees buckled beneath my own weight. I felt weak, worn and drained

the way I did before. I felt like a child, pushed to the brink and

drowning in the mystery of rejection. I look back at myself on the

mirror, the light sheen of glimmering sweat riddled upon my skin, the

bags under my eyes, my dishevelled hair and the darkness I had tried

to keep inside.

I could hear her again, right there in my head. Calling out from the

farthest, darkest corners of my mind. I could see her sharp,

prejudiced glares, hear her sneers and sco s, I could still feel the way

her palm connects with my cheek like it was happening over and over

again. Everything about me has changed since that day, but standing

there looking at my reflection almost felt like looking into the past.

Disgusting.

That's all I felt for the shell of me that was weak, that was frail, that

trembled under the sound of screams and demands. Spineless,

helpless and everything my mother had said I was. Tears begin to blur

my vision, and no matter how many times I try to wipe it away it

keeps coming back so I push myself o  of the counter, stripping o

my clothes and stepping under the hot stream of the shower. I was

crying, sobbing even but my tears disappeared amidst the water and

I could pretend, I could pretend I wasn't shattered, that the tears

were merely water and my pain was only distant.

I could pretend.

"You're not eating?" Martina asks as she fixes herself a plate of the

stew I made for lunch. Admittedly, an appetite was the last thing I had

at that point.

"I'm not hungry, don't wait up. I'll be up on the roof." I o er her the

best smile I could muster, which wasn't much at the moment.

"I know you can't die and all of that super power crap but please

don't jump. New York is used to some wild shit but seeing somebody

walk o  a nine story fall would definitely stand out." Martina hums,

looking back at me with her brows raised and a glimmer of worry in

her eyes.

"I won't jump, I just need air." I mutter.

"Look, i'm not great with feelings but... you can talk to me, okay?"

She sighs, seeming most uncomfortable at the moment of

vulnerability but still reaching out, which kind of made me smile.

"I'll be fine, kid. I promise." I ru le her hair, immediately garnering a

smack and a glare as I back away, eventually heading out the front

door with the jacket that came with the clothes Natasha had gotten

yesterday.

I ascend up the stairs, jogging over several flights until I reach the top

and pushing through the rusted metal door onto the snow covered

roof. The cold air engulfs me instantly as I step out, snow crunching

beneath the soles of my shoes with every step. I don't head

immediately for the edge, instead I find the old, torn loveseat

discarded into the corner and drag it over, just a few feet away from

the ledge.

It looked pretty beaten up, which was fitting for how I felt. What was

once a crimson fabric now a dark, stained surface with tears and

patches. Le  and discarded atop of the world, with a view that

couldn't be shared without the agony of the past looming back.

I spent hours on that couch, staring out into the city, listening to the

rumble of cars and conversation with a desperate plea to drown out

the gut wrenching feeling of a dream that took me by surprise. I

thought I had le  that part in the past, that a er all the horrifying

things i've seen and done— it wouldn't stand a chance and yet here I

was, just as winded and hurt, exactly the way I used to be a decade

ago.

Everything my mother said was true, every painful, agonizing bit

came to life. I became the monster she always predicted, and Lara

lost a chance at salvation all because of me. I wonder if I was the one

who made the wrong choice, if by keeping Lara with me had sealed

her downfall. Maybe our mother was telling the truth, maybe she

would have cared for Lara, made her happy, maybe she could have

saved her.

I sat as still as possible, letting the snow build up on my lap, my

shoulders, my hands, hoping that if it buries me whole then i'd be

able to finally rest and disappear into thin air along with every demon

i've chained up inside me, along with every mistake, every life i've

taken and ruined— I was too far gone for apologies, all that was le

for me to do was disappear.

I wanted that, more than anything.

But I couldn't go, not yet. Not when Lara still has a shot, not when I

was so close. She didn't even have to want me, I just needed to get

her out, to show her that there's more to life than the trickery and

madness that came with our path. I could still save her and I'd fight

tooth and nail to be able to, regardless of what i'd have to sacrifice.

"You look like a snowman." Martina's voice rings through the air, the

nearing sound of her footsteps echoing amidst the ground as I kept

still, my eyes glued ahead.

"What happened?" She sighs, moving around the small sofa and

taking a seat on the spot next to me.

She was wrapped head to toe, her lips quivering with the cold while I

sat there in a shirt and some sweats. I could feel the cold too, but I

didn't care much for it. The sun was setting and the sky was being

painted a dull shade of orange, lifeless yet still existing because it has

to, much like me. I was just exhausted, too tired to focus on the way

the snow burned against my skin or the way my fingers were so cold

they felt like they could break o .

"I told you, bad dream." I reply flatly, finally dusting o  some of the

snow upon my clothes.

"About what?" She prods, eyes locked on me as I avoid her gaze.

"If you're going to make me navigate through my emotions again—"

"Okay, no. I'm serious this time, you look like hell. What really

happened? I'll be nice about it. Cross my heart." She traces an 'x' over

her chest, her voice the most gentle I had ever heard as I finally meet

her stare. a1

Contemplation plagues every bit of me, teetering between choking

the truth back down or letting it seep out with the risk that it may

never stop. But she keeps looking up at me without a hint of

judgement or amusement, merely pure concern and it reminds me

everything of Lara, and it breaks my heart all over again.

"I dreamt of... my mom." I give in, wincing at the words that slip from

my tongue.

"What'd she do?" Martina asks so ly, her question almost garnering a

bitter chuckle because god, I couldn't even begin to think of all she's

done— and all she hasn't.

"It's more of a memory. The day she le , ten years ago." I will myself

to continue, despite the jolting ache travelling through my bones.

"My parents— they never had a great marriage. Never smiled at each

other, could barely stand to be in the same room. My dad would bury

himself in work and my mom, she stayed home but she was never

really around." I sigh, watching my breath travel through the cold air.

"She hated me, for some reason. Well, she was never a ectionate to

my little sister either but she was worse with me. Sometimes she'd

even pretend I wasn't around, just walk past me like I was a ghost." I

breathe, hunching over to settle my elbows upon my knees.

"The day she le , it was a er some huge fight with my dad. Lara, my

sister— we were in my bedroom and she came, telling us to pack our

things. I tried to stop her, she put her hands on me and I lost it. I

practically threw her against the wall with one hand." The words still

tear through me as though it were the memories of yesterday, the

sounds, the voices, her thundering footsteps still sending shivers

down my spine that the snow could never best.

"So you've... always had powers? Is that it?" Martina hesitantly

speaks up, her tone as gentle as she could muster.

"I guess, I always felt di erent but I didn't know until I did that. Then

she tried to get Lara, I told her to leave. She called me a monster and

said Lara needed to be saved from me. I was twelve— I couldn't

understand." I reply, willing my voice not to break with the pain

shooting through my chest.

"And waking up from that dream, I just realized that she was right. If I

let Lara go that night, she would have been better. She would have

been happier." It comes out in a pained whisper. Saying it out loud

made it real, made the biggest mistake of my life real.

"You don't know that." Martina sighs, her stare burning through me

as I kept my eyes ahead.

"But I do, now Lara is exactly like me. She used to be the kindest,

warmest little girl. She used to love to draw and make friends and

now she's running around like another mindless puppet, doing

HYDRA's dirty work." I chuckle bitterly at the irony, that everything I

worked for her to escape became everything she is now.

"This is so fucking cheesy, but I believe that things happen for a

reason. Sometimes, that reason isn't always fair or great— but that

choice brought you here." Martina speaks up, uncertainty riddled in

her tone as she mimicks my position, hunching over and looking

ahead.

"I know it's not much, but you got people who care about you. You

got Nat, Wanda— and even me. I know i'm rough on you, but for what

it's worth i'm kind of happy you're here." The words sound foreign on

her lips, like clothes that were too big or a new place– but she said it

anyway, she said it with so much tenderness and sincerity.

"And you're trying, look at you talking about your feelings and

wanting to be better and all of that shit. It's what counts, what you do

a er what you've caused." She adds, her words finally garnering my

eyes as I turn to look at her, rubbing her hands together amidst the

cold.

"You could have walked away but you're here so I guess what i'm

trying to say is... you're not all bad and you're definitely not who your

dumbass mom said you were." She meets my eyes, o ering me a

small smile that I eventually return.

"You care about me?" I hum a er a few moments of silence, biting

back a smirk as Martina rolls her eyes.

"You tell anyone I said all of that shit and i'm kicking your ass." She

warns, promptly rising to her feet and dusting herself o  as I do the

same.

"You remind me of her, y'know. Lara." I say as we head back to the

door, Martina trailing a few steps ahead.

"She must be a real badass then."

"Sure is."

So with a lighter heart, Martina and I head back down to the

apartment and we continue with our routine of her pestering me the

entire time i'm preparing dinner. Though, this time, she was a little

gentler, a little nicer, a little happier than before. I made some

chicken parmesan, because she wouldn't stop blabbering about

wanting to try it and I wanted to subtly do something nice in return

for her attempt at pulling me out of my dark spiral.

It was pleasant, actually, sitting there talking about everything and

nothing that it almost slips my mind that i'd be leaving in less than

three days. I hadn't told Martina, for two primary reasons. One was

that I didn't want to hurt her, a er her little outburst when I tried to

go a er Natasha and I's argument, it was hard to gauge how she'd

receive it and second, I didn't want to risk her telling Natasha.

Me going to London, being there at the auction would be the closest

shot i'd have in months to get to Lara. The stakes were higher this

time, with me not on the team I wasn't sure if they would have been

ordered to apprehend or to kill her and I couldn't take that chance. I

needed to get to her before anyone else does and even if the thought

of breaking Martina's heart made my stomach churn, I had no other

choice.

"You should take her out." Martina hums, setting her empty plate

down upon the co ee table as she brings her can of soda up to her

lips.

"Wanda? Why would I kill her?" I question.

"No— I mean like on a proper night out. Jesus, fuck. Why is that the

first thing you think of?" Martina nearly coughs on her drink as her

words dawn on me. a2

"Nevermind, I get it." She waves me o  before I could reply, tossing

the empty can into the bin with perfect accuracy.

"I can't leave, Nat said–"

"I know what she said but look, it's snowing which means you'd have

a reason to be covered up..." She trails o  on her idea, motioning for

me to continue but I was still quite lost on her insinuation.

"I'm saying throw in a scarf and a surgical mask and you'd fit in with

any crowd, dipshit. Do I have to lay everything out for you?" She

groans, running a frustrated hand through her hair.

Her idea graces my mind, the thought of actually being able to go out

a er weeks of being holed up in that building was liberating in more

ways than one and to have the possibility to have Wanda with me—

as confusing as my feelings for her were, just having her around put

my heart at ease. I'd be lying if I said it wasn't a tempting o er,

especially a er the nightmare of a day I've just had.

"You'd be okay with that?" I mumble with uncertainty, watching as

she nods almost instantly.

"Having the place to myself for a night? Not having to watch you two

hug all the time? I'd be more than okay with that. I say go for it.

Actually..." She holds the thought, promptly rising to her feet and

jogging to the bedroom.

Martina comes back a er a few minutes, a piece of paper in her hand

that she quickly extends to me. With confusion, I take the item and

unfold it to find around four adresses, with names of establishments

and people. I look up at her, watching as she smiles back at me with a

hint of mischief brewing beneath brown eyes.

"Are these bars?" I finally question.

"Yes! And those are the names of the owners so you could cop a free

drink or two. If anyone asks, tell them you're Slippy's friend." She

instructs with such nonchalance, like a thirteen year old girl wasn't

giving me a sketchy list.

"Should I even ask?" I give in with a hu , folding the paper and

slipping it into my pocket.

"It'd do you well not to. Just go out, have fun for a bit— maybe even

get laid." She shrugs, nearly making me choke on the water I was

drinking.

"What? I'm just throwing ideas out there. Anyway, i'm going to retire

early. Don't bother me, unless it's important. Have fun with your little

witch!" She calls out, exiting to the hallway and into the bedroom

before I could get another word in.

Without Martina there to talk my ear o , I was free to once again

overthink every detail of the night. I hadn't had a night out in years,

or at least one with another person. I was used to drinking alone,

cooping up in a corner of some fancy hotel bar and drowning away

the night but this time was di erent.

Experiences are always di erent when you're doing it alone, nobody

else to look out for, no constant wondering if you were being a bore

or too much— no pressure. I rummaged through the drawers that

Martina had asked me to move out to the living room, mainly

because she hated it when i'd pester her to grab my clothes for me.

Eventually, I landed on changing into a black turtle neck over a pu y

red jacket that Natasha had bought, pairing it with matching black

slacks and whatever sneakers I could find that didn't look too worn

out.

I look back at my reflection through the bathroom mirror, my hair

damp from the shower as I take a deep breath. It was just a normal

night out with a friend, I didn't need Martina's insinuations getting

into my head and throwing me o . I just had to be calm, collected and

totally not panic that I could hear little knocks from the window. It's a

miracle that I don't trip over every piece of furniture on the way back

to the living room, slipping behind the couch and going through the

motions of letting Wanda climb inside.

"What's the occasion?" She asks, dusting herself o  as she looks to

me with curiousity. She still had the same pu y jacket, the same

beanie propped on her head that made her look adorably small.

"Nothing I just— well, Martina had this crazy idea and I wasn't sure if

you'd be down for it because it's kind of a lot and i'd get if you didn't

want to—"

"Let's hear it." Wanda cuts o  my ramble with a warm smile, nodding

for me to continue as I sighed.

"Do you want to go out? Like, she gave me a list of little bars and we

could... go. If you wanted. You told me that you wanted to feel small

and do the whole new place, new name thing and so... here." I hold

up the piece of paper Martina gave me earlier, extending it out to

Wanda as she gently takes it from my grip, unfolding it as her eyes

trace over the messy writing.

"I thought you weren't allowed out?" She questions amidst a small,

blossoming smile on her red lips as she hands the paper back to me.

"Well, i've never been big on rules." I hum, biting back a smirk daring

to plaster itself on my face as Wanda slowly nods.

"Well then, better start thinking up names."

And so we go, jog down the stairs and walk out the door with a

surgical mask covering half of my face. Being out on the sidewalk was

a little jarring, a foreign feeling of finally being a part of a scene I had

watched from afar for the better part of a month. The sounds were

crisp, the honking and conversations engulfing every bit of me as I

look around at the lit shops peppering the snow covered streets with

their light.

"Are you okay?" Wanda asks, her breath tracing the air when she

notices my reluctance.

"Yeah it's just... weird. Being out here." I mumble, shaking it o  and

willing myself to finally take another step.

"We can go back any time, if you get uncomfortable." Wanda matches

my pace, her gloved hands buried within the pockets of her jacket as

we treaded down the sidewalk.

Martina had conveniently listed out the places from nearest to

farthest, so we were heading to a bar that was only about two blocks

from the apartment. Every breath I took felt like a mixture of

liberation and strange reality, almost a surreal experience that was

still taking time to sink in.

If anyone had said to me years ago that one day i'd be walking the

streets of New York with Wanda Maximo , i'd have laughed. I'd have

gone hysterical, because it would have been the most impossible

vision and yet there I was, and there she was, walking right by my

side and the strangest part of it all was that there wasn't anywhere

else I'd rather be.

"You know, my first time here in the city was with Clint. He showed

me around, taught me how to get a cab which I didn't expect to be so

complicated because in Sokovia, you never had to fight anyone for a

taxi." Wanda shares, a small smile on her lips as I glance over at her,

waiting for her to continue.

"It was overwhelming. Everything was di erent, the culture, the food,

the place but eventually with little trips to the store I kind of got the

hang of it." She adds with a proud little nod.

"Do you like it here? Do you ever miss... Sokovia?" I ask with a hint of

hesitance, knowing I was treading a slightly sensitive topic.

"I miss it all the time. That place, despite all the war, it was home. I

grew up there, I have a lifetime of memories there." Her smile falters

as her eyes hit the ground, lips slightly pursed as we continued down

the moderately busy sidewalk.

"But this new place is... not so bad. It was lonely for a while but— I've

found people." She meets my gaze, the corners of her lips twitching

up her autumn hair perfectly frames her face.

"They love you, y'know." I hum, tearing away from her stare and

looking ahead.

"Really?" She chuckles lightly.

"Yeah, everyone was worried sick a er your whole encounter with

Lara. Vision though... he seems to care for you, a lot." I utter, thankful

for the mask covering my face as I turn to look back at her. The

fleeting lights of stores and lampposts illuminated Wanda almost

perfectly, her features were so relaxed, so serene as we continued on

our journey.

"Vision is... he's great. He's incredibly intelligent, more than what

people think of him when they see him." Wanda gushes with sincerity

and my stomach knots at her words.

"He doesn't seem to like me very much." I think aloud, earning

Wanda's curious gaze almost instantly.

"What makes you say that?" She questions, brows twitching into a

slight furrow as I o er her a small shrug.

"Because I keep putting you in danger. He likes you, y'know. You

should have seen the look on his face the night of Tony's party." A

defeated sigh escapes my lips at the memory, Wanda in his arms as

his eyes swirl of horror, looking back at me like I had just performed

the biggest betrayal of all.

"That wasn't your fault, he knows that. He just tends to be a bit

protective. We have this... weird connection." She stammers lightly.

"Because of the stone, I heard." I hum, digging my hands into my

pockets as well.

"Yeah and he was really there for me, right a er I lost Pietro and

moved here." Wanda replies so ly, I could almost hear the smile on

her lips as she talks and for some reason my heart falters in place.

"You like him?" It slips from my tongue before I could catch, my

question once again earning her attention as her eyes bore through

the side of my head.

"I... don't know. I feel close to him but sometimes i'm just not sure if

it's really me or just the stone." She says, her words looming upon

uncertainty as I spot the first bar a few feet away. Thankfully, we'd

finally have a reason to stray from a topic that makes my insides turn.

And not in a good way.

"You ready for this?" I ask as we come to a stop outside the bar's

entrance, it was a thursday night so it wasn't as packed as I had

expected, but perfect enough for an atmosphere that wasn't entirely

dead.

"Always." She smiles.

So we walk in and are greeted by a vibe that remebled a small pub I

visited in France. The bar was made from sleek, polished wood,

booths were set up on one side as a light hum of jazz bled from the

speakers hung at the corner of the ceiling. The lights were a warm

tone of orange, presenting the room with a loming sense of elegance

and serenity as Wanda and I wade through the moderate amount of

people and find a spot right at the bar.

"What do you usually drink?" I lean over to speak amidst the rumble

of merging coversations, slipping o  my mask as Wanda turns to me.

"We can start o  light so maybe just a beer and a shot of vodka?" She

replies, swi ly taking o  her beanie and stu ing it into her pocket as

she ran a hand through her autumn strands.

"Perfect, yeah." I nod right as the bartender approaches, a shaker in

his one hand as he turns to Wanda and I.

"You girls have any ID?" He asks with a flat tone, almost rehearsed

while Wanda and I exchange a look. I definitely had no ID, even if I did

— I sure as hell wasn't the biggest fan of revealing myself.

"I've got this." Wanda mouths, quickly scoping around us before

turning to the bartender.

She settles her arms upon the bar, her crimson magic swirling amidst

her fingertips as she quickly flicks over to his head. A flood of red

sweeps beneath his skin, glimmering over his eyes for a split second

before vanishing entirely. The bartender stood almost frozen for a

moment, then he shakes himself o  lightly and turns to us with a

smile.

"So what can I get you ladies?" He asks politely, sparking my intrigue

as I look to Wanda who was sporting a proud smile at her little antics.

"Two beers and two shots of vodka, thanks?" I say with amused

hesitance and he nods with a bright, complacent smile before

walking o  and immediately preparing our order.

"Here you are, would you like me to open a tab for you?" He asks

lightly, setting two glasses of beer down along with two little shots as

I stammer for an answer.

"Yeah, yeah sure."

"Your name please?" He asks, walking over to the little pad by the

register as he looks to me with anticipation. I glance over at Wanda,

who was entirely amused by the situation as she motions for me to

answer.

"Lana. Lana... Bailey." I reply as my eyes gloss over a bottle of Bailey's

in the back shelf, stifling back a laugh as he taps away.

"Enjoy your night Ms. Bailey." He smiles before walking o , tending to

the other customers without missing a beat.

"What did you do?" I turn to Wanda, an awe struck smile plastered on

my lips as she laughs so ly.

"Just a little something to help him ease up. It worked, didn't it?" She

smirks, slender fingers wrapping around the glass as she brings it up

to her lips for a sip and I do the same.

"You know, I just realized something." Wanda hums, setting her glass

back down as she looks to me.

"You asked me about Vision and yet I know nothing about your...

romantic life? So do you like anyone?" She slips the question with

such nonchalance and all I could do was hope that my thoughts

weren't screaming from the high heavens.

I wasn't a hundred percent sure of my feelings for Wanda, but it was

definitely something. I could still feel that initial tug, that looming

sense of denial like my brain was stuck in the process of

comprehension. Wanda Maximo  is a rollercoaster ride that takes me

to the top of the world, yet she has also brought me to the depths of

hell but when I look back at her in that bar, starry eyed and flushed

cheeks from the cold— I wonder how that could ever be.

How someone with her warm autumn hair and cool green eyes, how

the girl who held my favorite book with so much delicacy and would

climb through my window every night could brew up such a storm.

But she does, even when she doesn't mean to. Hell, even just asking

me that question makes my head spin because the closest answer I

could ever give was her.

"Not really, no." I shake my head, hiding behind another sip of beer as

her brows raise in intrigue.

"Really? Not even Nat? or Steve?" She questions in surprise but I only

shake my head. Natasha and Steve are amazing people who both

grew to mean something to me— but those connections could never

compare to the whirlwind I felt with Wanda.

"They're amazing but... no. I just don't have time for it, I guess." I

shrug, a small smile on my lips as I watch her hum in thought.

"So you've never dated anyone?"

"Well it's kind of hard to keep a relationship with the work that i've

been involved in, y'know the whole assassin thing." I chuckle so ly,

promptly pouring the shot of vodka into my glass of beer.

"Of course– yeah. Sorry." Wanda smiles, shaking her head as she

takes another drink.

"The closest I had to anything was Estelle, but that was just a one

night stand in Moscow years ago." I share, my fingertip tracing the rim

of the empty shot glass as Wanda's stare burns through me.

"So she was telling the truth? About you two?" I could see the

realization sweep her features, her eyes flashing stone cold for a split

second before she puts on a small smile.

"Yeah, it was my first everything. I do regret it though, I wish I could

have made it more meaningful. At least i'd have a good story to look

back on." I mutter, the lingering disappointment looming over my

words at the memory.

"She was horrible, I wonder what you saw in her." Wanda grumbles,

taking a giant swig of her drink before setting it back down with a

harsh thud. I mean, I don't blame her. Estelle did try to kill her, so she

had every right to be pissed o . a1

"Not much. I was young, we were in Russia, she was pretty and she

bought me drinks so I thought why not. Then she disappeared the

morning a er, taking all my stu  with her and I never saw her again

until the night of Tony's party." I do a quick run down, the memories

flashing in my head of stirring awake to messy sheets and empty

space.

"I'm starting to question your taste in women." Wanda jokes, nearly

freezing me in place because god, if she only knew.

"Says the girl crushing on an android." I tease, earning a small nudge

from the red headed witch.

"I'm not crushing on him. But he's more than that, y'know." Wanda

defends and somehow, one glass of beer is just not enough to drown

out the rumbling feeling in my chest.

"I know, i'm kidding." I brush o .

Before either of us could get another word in, a man stumbles

between us, hands grasping the edge of the bar for stability as his

blonde, greasy hair hung in front of his face messily. He reeked of

alcohol and smoke, beckoning the bartender over with brutish

urgency as Wanda and I exchange a look over his shoulder. Then he

turns to me, glossed over eyes trailing me from head to toe

shamelessly as I stifle a laugh.

"I'm Jason." He says with a lazy smile, a slight slur to his words as he

ran a hand through his dishevelled locks.

"Good to know?" I mutter with uncertain amusement, watching as he

tries to casually lean against the bar but only really looks like a

clumsy mess of little slips and curses.

"What's your name? Let me buy you a drink." He beams with

misplaced confidence, smiling so big his pearly whites were showing.

He looked about my age, donning a light blue polo and khaki's that

likened him to some preppy college kid i'd sometimes see around.

"I think i'm good here, Jason." I raise my half empty glass, taking a

quick sip and hoping, despite how entertaining his clumy advances

were, for him to just leave me alone.

"Oh come on, i'll get you whatever you like. Give me a chance, I swear

i'm a good guy." He arrogantly replies, dead set on getting his way

that it was beginning to irk me.

"Good guys don't have to tell other people they're good guys, just

saying." I hum, my brows raising as I meet Wanda's gaze once more.

She was red as a tomato trying to hold back a laugh at the scene

unfolding before her.

"Don't be such a nun, come on." He groans, his tone becoming

sharper by the second.

"As great of a guy you seem to be, i'm taken." I finally pull out the

relationship card, hoping it'd be enough for him to finally give up and

stumble back to whatever corner he came from but he doesn't. He

only looks around, head held high and dripping of arrogance.

"I don't see him anywhere." He smirks.

"Turn around, Jason." Wanda interjects, much to my surprise. I watch

as confusion floods the alcohol ridden boy, promptly turning to meet

Wanda's sharp gaze as a smirk plasters on her lips. a3

"I'd advise you to stop hitting on my girlfriend, if you're such a good

guy." She mockingly smiles, scrunching her nose in condescension as

she takes a cool sip of her drink.

I wasn't thick in the head, I knew what she was doing. She was just

trying to help me out, but apparently my insides didn't get the memo

because it was almost like the fourth of July had begun in my

stomach with all the rumbling commotion at her words. I was only

thankful she was too busy looking at him and the bar lighting was

dim because I would have blended in with my jacket with the heat

flushing beneath my cheeks.

"Are you two serious?" Jason stammers, looking between us.

"Of course we are. Why? Are you homophobic, Jason?" I jump in,

drawing out the question with feigned suspense as he nearly trips

over his own words trying to protest our insinuation. a1

"N—no, I just thought— Uhm..." He panics, slowly backing away as

Wanda and I keep a stern, judgeful stare right at him.

"Sorry, have a good night." He gives up in a hu , turning on his heel

and briskly walking away. Wanda meets my stare, both of us

harboring a smile that grows by the second until we burst out

laughing, doubled over with our arms around our stomachs.

"I didn't know we were dating." I joke amidst my laughter, looking

back at her as she waves me o , looking away to finish her drink.

"God, he was annoying." She mumbles, a bright smile still plastered

on her pink lips as we come down from the high of our comedic stunt.

"We have a long night ahead, wanna hit the road?" I o er, finishing

my own drink and setting the empty glass down upon the bar.

"Yes but let's get another round of shots. I have a feeling tonight is

only going to get crazier." She replies, and without missing a beat I

call the bartender over once again.

"Two more shots of vodka."

Continue reading next part 
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